
17th March 2023

Celebration
Assembly



Year 3 are celebrating… 
Mrs Seale - Myah for lovely reading in Little Wandle

3P - Sonny for the perseverance he showed when completing his 
reading assessment and Maya for resilience in DT

3H - Max for showing both accurate and speedy times table 
recall. Fantastic work Max!

3B - Jacey for working really hard in all lessons this week and 
achieving an excellent score in her times table assessment. Theo 
for putting his hand up regularly and joining in with class 
discussion.





Year 4 are celebrating… 

4H Dominik and Lily for a wonderful start to writing their 
own stories from different cultures. They have carefully 
chosen interesting adjectives and fronted adverbials to 
make their writing exciting to read. 

4L- Lola and Alicija for great participation in DT day on 
structures.

4F - Iris for her fantastic focus in Writing today. Blake for 
having an amazing week! 



Celebrating Reading
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Well done to all of you that have already met your reading targets. 

Remember there are lots of books in the library with different points value.

Year 3
3P  6
3B  3
3H  3

Year 4
4H  5
4F  10
4L  4

Year 5
5HB  17
5M  12
5G  8

Year 6
6B    5         6RL  2 
6J     0         6S    2
6T    11     



Year 5 are celebrating… 

5s - Trey for amazing maths work on percentages

5G - Harry-Mark for being a really active learner and 
answering lots of questions in class. Scarlett for a lovely 
piece of  biographical writing about her Mum.

5HB- Tyler for his fantastic writing on the key figure in 
his life.

5M - Ben for his thoughtful writing on a key figure in his 
life. Arabella for being so helpful to others.



Year 6 are celebrating… 
6s - Kaci and Lexi for a wonderful autobiography on Nicola Adams.

6RL:  Paige for her fantastic participation and thoughts on the 
Windrush history topic.

6T - Rylee T and Lucas Q worked together really well in PE. Superb 
silent collaboration to make a mirrored sequence. 

6J Laiton for such an honest approach to his learning (morning 
work) and a great attitude in class. Eliza for a quiet confidence and 
working hard. 

6B - Nusrat for working really hard in our writing lessons this week 
and producing a fantastic autobiography including all the key skills 
we have learnt. 



Perfect Presentation!

5HB- I am super proud of Noah for improving his handwriting 
in the last few weeks. Noah’s worked hard to make sure his 
letters are the correct height and his handwriting is looking so 
neat because of it.

6B- Noah for always taking a great deal of care with the 
presentation of his work across all subjects. 

4F - Mason for trying really hard with his handwriting this 
week.



Awards! 

Bronze 
Nusrat 6B
Tobias 4H
Max 4H

Silver
Tilly 5G



Team Points! 
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